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Federal Regulation in Securities
and Futures Markets
Philip McBride Johnson

The Evolution of Competitive Tensions
Centralized securities markets in the United States are commonly
traced to the formation of the New York Stock Exchange in 1792.
They serve primarily as an adjunct to the process of raising capital
for enterprises through the public sale of new equity or debt securities. While the initial accumulation of this new capital generally
takes place elsewhere, the exchanges aid that process by providing
a secondary market in which the securities can later be resold and
traded. 1 Transactions in these securities define their current value,
and investors seek to realize gain through price appreciation as well
as through distributions of dividends or interest.
The modern American futures market came later, around 1860
at the Chicago Board of Trade (CBT). Futures contracts reflect the
parties' agreement to complete the sale of a product at a later time
but for the price set when the commitment is first made. In this way,
those who deal commercially in that product can "pre-price" the
item and thus help to insulate themselves from adverse value changes
that may occur during the intervening period. Use of the futures
markets for this purpose is known as hedging. Those who assume
the price risk shed by hedgers are motivated by much the same profit
objective as most securities investors but have come to be called
speculators. 2
For many decades, the securities exchanges and the futures
markets operated quite independently of each other. Little if any
interaction took place between them, and as a result there was no
compelling need for cooperation nor occasion for confrontation. This
separation remained when, in the 1920s and 1930s, Congress designed
the basic regulatory systems for each industry. 3 The resulting federal
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requirements were similar in many key respects, such as in prohibiting fraud and market manipulation, but there were significant
differences as well. Those distinctions, however, remained largely
safe from invidious comparison so long as the markets followed
different paths.
This is not to suggest that commodities and securities were
comfortably separated even then. Although the futures regulator was
content to restrict its activities to hard commodities like wheat, vegetable oils, and cattle, the scope of the federal securities laws was
stretched far beyond stocks and bonds; and, on several occasions,
those laws were applied to sales of interests in commodities (though
not futures contracts). 4 For example, certain types of investments
were ruled to be securities even though they involved farm produce, 5
coins, 6 salt, 7 and whiskey. 8 Similarly, a security was found to exist
for certain investments in dairy cattle, 9 brood mares, 10 chinchillas, 11
and even earthworms. 12 Most of these expansive applications of
securities laws and regulations, however, involved activities occurring off the central exchanges.
During the past decade, the crowding became more acute as the
organized securities exchanges and futures markets began introducing new products that have drawn them closer together. From the
securities industry have come standardized, exchange-traded options
said to offer hedging services, like futures contracts. The futures
markets have begun trading futures contracts related to the value of
equity and debt securities. These developments have created a
perception that the two industries, at least in the arena of new
products, are growing more similar and more directly competitive.
The overlap of products in the two industries can be illustrated
by listing, below, some of the instruments sponsored today by the
securities and futures markets that closely approximate each other.
Typically, the same underlying item is involved in both instances,
but the traded instrument differs somewhat:
Futures Markets
• Futures on Treasury bonds
• Options on Treasury-bond futures
• Futures on Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA)
certificates
• Futures on Standard & Poor's (S&P) stock indexes
• Options on S&P futures
• Futures on foreign currencies
• Options on currency futures
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Securities Exchanges
•
•
•
•

Options
Options
Options
Options

directly
directly
directly
directly

on
on
on
on

Treasury-bonds
GNMA certificates
S&P stock indexes
foreign currencies

A clash between the securities and futures industries has also
become more likely because the newer products introduced by the
securities markets look and trade far more like futures contracts than
conventional stocks and bonds. Funds used to acquire standardized
securities options, for example, do not contribute capital to an enterprise, nor do the owners of those options become either shareholders
or creditors of an organization.
Trading in these options also has a distinctly futures-style flavor:
(1) the exchange itself creates the options; (2) trading is allowed only
on the originating exchange (that is, no private or over-the-counter
dealings); (3) obligations are guaranteed by the market's own clearinghouse; (4) all options are marked to market daily;13 (5) limits exist
on how many options an investor may own; (6) options are sufficiently standardized so one can use a single, uniform disclosure
statement; and (7) on the largest of these new markets, members
are permitted to compete with each other on the exchange floor for
pending transactions, using an auction system of open outcry, whereas
the traditional securities markets continue to conduct business through
exclusive specialists for each investment.
Trepidation over potential competition between these products
has been a major catalyst for recent suggestions that the regulatory
structures in both industries should be harmonized. In some quarters
it is assumed (though not yet empirically verified) that regulatory
differences could bias the investing public in favor of one industry's
products over the other. 14 As a result, proposals have been made to
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), and the Congress that greater
uniformity among the two regulatory programs should be required,
at least where potentially competing products are involved.
The purpose of this paper is to examine in a general way the
forces, attitudes, and interests behind the regulatory programs fashioned over many decades by the SEC and the CFTC (or its predecessor). 15 This analysis will not venture an opinion on which of the
two regulatory schemes is the better in the aggregate. Whether one
system is superior to another depends largely on what one thinks a
regulatory scheme should achieve. Differing views whether regula293
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tion should absolutely control, emerge only in times of crisis, or be
little more than advisory dictate one's assessment of whether or not
particular regulatory programs are working. Similarly, the priorities
and objectives established by the CFTC and the SEC (and by their
respective congressional overseers) have differed over the years.
Assessing whether a particular regulatory regime is effective depends
heavily on what was intended to be achieved. In this paper, few
stones will be thrown for these reasons.
The Nature of Regulation Generally
Regulation is typically a reaction to some negative experience. Regulation is seldom suggested when a particular activity is trouble free
(except perhaps when monopolies are awarded). The form that regulation takes is governed largely by the nature and intensity of the
adverse reaction. Especially harsh regulation often signals a vengeful
response designed as much to punish as to reform and, in some
instances, with little interest in whether the regulatory program ultimately destroys its target. Regulation may reflect a messianic attitude
that the activity can be improved if only it is forced in a new direction.
Here the regulator's aim is to prove that a better system can be
created and, for this reason, has a stake in the ultimate survival of
the target but in revised form. Finally, the aim of regulation may be
purely anticompetitive, that is, the creation of barriers that protect
certain private interests at the expense of others. Clearly, a single
purpose of regulation cannot easily be identified under these circumstances.
The same is true of investor protection. By definition, investors
are risk takers. Determining what these risk takers need protection
from must be carried out in this context. The present paper assumes
that investor protection is not meant to insulate investors from the
consequences of free economic forces, or from their own poor judgment, but rather from abuses perpetrated by other persons. On one
hand, some activities within society are so intrinsically dangerous to
public health and safety that they are flatly prohibited by law, such
as murder, rape, robbery, and arson. The criminal justice system is
commonly enlisted to enforce those proscriptions through arrest,
prosecution, and punishment. On the other hand, a vast number of
activities are acknowledged to be socially beneficial unless pursued
in an abusive or injurious manner. Regulation is the legal tool designed
to harness and guide these valued resources for the betterment of
society.
The objectives embodied in prohibitory laws enjoy broad public
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consensus and support. A policeman witnessing an assault, for example, can be highly confident that the offender's capture will please
the community. Regulation, however, is often too remote from the
pressing concerns of the general population and too highly specialized
in its focus to generate a reliable public consensus on whether, when,
or how particular forms of activity should be regulated. 16 As a result,
a regulatory agency must proceed with considerably less certainty
that what it does will be greeted by the general public as either
necessary or wise.
Left largely adrift from public consensus, an independent federal
regulator normally hears only from its creator—Congress—and from
the small segment of society that has a special interest in its policies.
Because the general public is often unaware of or indifferent toward
a particular matter, these two forces can exercise considerable influence over the shape of regulatory policy and, equally important, with
little fear of backlash from the legislators' constituencies or the industry's customers. By the same token, of course, this insulation from
public sentiment makes it difficult for either Congress or private
interests to generate popular clamor for their views on regulatory
questions.
The influence of Congress over the regulatory process occurs on
at least two levels. First, regulatory policy is affected by congressional
attitudes toward the exercise of governmental power generally. A
regulator is a power center by reason of its authority to control
particular activities and, as such, serves as a convenient focal point
for the debate over whether too much or too little governmental
power exists in American society. When an agency takes action,
advocates of an aggressive government presence in the private sector
will examine the regulator's conduct to determine whether or not it
is too meek, while their opponents will ask whether or not it is
excessive.
Second, Congress sometimes examines specific regulatory policies on their merits. With rare exceptions, a legislator cannot obtain
guidance on these frequently esoteric issues by polling constituents
or conducting public surveys, as might be possible and useful on
issues of broader public import. Bluntly put, the vast majority of
voters could not care less. Thus decisions are based largely on input
from the combatants in the drama and from a handful of colleagues
in Congress who are considered to be knowledgeable, in general if
not specifically, in the work of the regulator. While the outcome
might be characterized as public policy, it is arrived at through a
process in which popular sentiment plays, at best, a minor role.
The other principal source of influence on regulatory policy is
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the limited segment of society that is either affected by the agency's
actions or has a specific interest in its work. The regulated industry
is obviously affected and, therefore, plays an active—and largely
defensive—role in the process. Another category consists of specialissue groups interested in the agency's performance as it may advance
or retard their broader political or social goals. Of course, users of
the regulated industry's products or services, too, will participate
when they perceive that their interests are involved. Once again,
however, no general sounding of public opinion can normally be
taken.
Similarly, the public image and the reputation of a regulatory
agency often take form without meaningful participation by the general
public. Most citizens (including many members of Congress) are too
remote from the agency's work to assess its performance. Instead,
they rely heavily on the opinions of those who deal directly with
the regulator: a few members of Congress, other governmental units,
the industry, and special-issue groups.
An agency held in high esteem is both a stronger ally and a
more formidable opponent than a regulator in disrepute. Accordingly, the agency can expect to be portrayed favorably by those who
stand to benefit from the official position or decision taken by that
regulator. When a regulator stands in the way of an objective, however,
efforts are sometimes made to tarnish the agency's image, including
(a) when the outcome of a contested regulatory issue pits the reputation of the agency against that of the adversaries;17 (b) when another
governmental unit seeks to justify a raid on the agency's jurisdiction
by portraying itself as better; and (c) when one congressional committee
wishes to seize from another committee the role of principal agency
overseer and, to that end, claims that problems at the agency necessitate the shift in congressional assignments. The image thus created,
which is seldom meant to persist beyond the particular skirmish,
may nevertheless penetrate the public memory and remain there for
years.
Regulation rarely writes on a clean slate. It is often imposed
upon activity with a long history and an established structure. Fundamental change is seldom the objective of regulation since, if it were
truly necessary, the problem could be better addressed through
prohibitory laws that would clear the way for an entirely new design.
Moreover, a complete overhaul of the existing structure could interfere unnecessarily with the activity itself, which as noted earlier is
of acknowledged social value when conducted properly. Instead,
regulation seeks to adapt itself to the structure already in place.
As a result, no two regulatory programs are exactly alike. Those
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differences do not, in themselves, warrant or support the conclusion
that one regulatory scheme is better than another. Nor does an
agency's desire to develop regulatory policy that harmonizes with
constructive industry customs justify a conclusion that it has been
captured.
To summarize, regulation often lacks a broad public following;
and, in fact, the general population may be too removed from the
process to provide useful guidance either to Congress or to the
agency. Instead, the formulation of regulatory policy, the resolution
of contested issues, and the development of the agency's image may
depend upon the interaction of the regulator with Congress and
other interested parties that have various motivations and objectives.
With some notable exceptions, there is little danger of voter backlash
or public outcry regardless of how specific issues are decided. Thus
arises a climate in which power plays and competitive maneuvers
can assume the cloak of public policy.
The Natural Limits of Regulation
Regulation is not a panacea. It has certain value in moderating the
excesses that can afflict legitimate commercial activity, especially under
severe competitive stress. The fear of failure (however measured)
can sometimes impel businesspeople to compromise the quality of
their goods or services or the integrity of their actions. Regulation
can control those propensities by setting fairly uniform standards
that act as a competitive equalizer.
One should note, however, that the underlying premise of regulation is that businesspeople seek to survive and to succeed. This
motivation necessitates regulation. Perhaps more important, this
motivation makes regulation work.
The underpinning of all regulation is the premise that commercial enterprises want to remain in business. The entire regulatory
scheme is designed to exploit that desire, to use it as a weapon for
compliance. At the heart of most regulatory programs is a form of
licensing, also known as registration, certification, designation, or
approval. Licensing becomes the thin thread by which each business
enterprise hangs. It is the authority to do business, to reap the
economic fruits of the businessperson's investment of human and
financial capital. Conversely, loss of the license means immediate
expulsion from the industry, with devastating economic consequences in many cases.
The objectives of regulation, therefore, are achieved through the
threat of being put out of business. Legitimate commercial enterprises
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will not incur this risk. If an infraction occurs, the venture will quickly
correct the problem. Some have been known to expel top management, radically to restructure their entire operations, and to pay huge
fines to fend off a revocation of their licenses.
Not all enterprises seek to perpetuate themselves, however. Some,
in fact, plan for a very short life. They make the minimum investment
necessary to conduct business and design ways to conceal and protect
their profits. To be shut down is not only expected; it is virtually
painless. Examples would include holiday merchandise scams and
investment "boiler rooms." 1 8 The modus operandi, here, is hit-andrun.
Regulation is helpless in the face of these operators. Since they
have no expectation of remaining in business beyond the immediate
sting, they will ignore any licensing requirements that are imposed.
Similarly, these charlatans will not file regulatory reports, permit
inspections of their operations, respond to subpoenas, or do any of
the other things that regulation expects from ongoing enterprises.
Criminal law enforcement is the only meaningful deterrent.
Even so, Congress often has difficulty coming to grips with the
essential difference between business regulation and crime fighting.
Frequently, it will blur the two by directing a regulatory agency to
undertake the doomed task of regulating criminals. An instance of
this phenomenon is the recent effort within Congress to assign to
the CFTC the duty of dealing with commodity boiler rooms. 19
One might suggest that a regulatory presence is good, even
though the targets are unresponsive, because it provides an easy
way to close a suspect operation. Although a particular venture may
be guilty of horrendous fraud (or worse), for example, closing its
doors on the technicality that the firm was unlicensed is easier than
establishing the main charges. Thus regulation can be a convenient
way to stop a criminal operation at minimum expense. This argument, however, overlooks the severity of the criminal activity, which
cannot be adequately addressed through regulatory sanctions.
Although the culprit's current operation may be closed, his record
remains clean except for a seemingly minor violation of a civil statute—failing to obtain a license. One might properly question whether
this result is genuinely in the public interest, especially in light of
the lower prosecution rate for con artists who have been stopped
through these less exacting means.
One might argue that involving a regulatory agency is good
because, at a minimum, it adds another pair of eyes to help detect
criminal activity. Under this theory, the regulator may be impotent
to deal effectively with the problem but can at least sound a warning
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for criminal law enforcement agencies to heed. This position has
superficial appeal, but the public will not accept the idea that a
regulator should simply act as a sentry; the results that it expects
from regulators are far greater than that.
From childhood on, we have come to equate good criminal law
enforcement with pursuit, apprehension, and conviction of criminals,
usually after the fact. The bank has already been robbed, the victim
has already been shot, or the mark has already been fleeced. We are
not taught to expect criminal agencies as a routine to prevent those
events. The public, however, has precisely that expectation when
regulation is involved. The popular view is that misconduct simply
should not occur in a well-regulated industry, and, if it does, something is wrong with the regulator. After-the-fact punishment does
little to mute the public criticism; the misconduct ought not to have
happened in the first place. Whereas no one asked "How did the
government let this happen?" after the Charles Manson murders,
that question is the first raised when a regulatory program fails to
achieve perfect results.
Perhaps this elevated expectation among the public would be
warranted if the agencies were left to regulate the regulatable. These
agencies, however, are frequently called upon to use regulatory tools
against hardened criminals who choose to ignore them. The result
is inevitable failure by the agency. Yet the public reaction is unlikely
to differ from that under orthodox circumstances. Just as Congress
sometimes overlooks the limitations of regulation by assigning
impossible criminal justice functions to civil agencies, the public cannot
easily distinguish whether the agency is doing genuine regulation,
and thus deserves to be condemned for missteps; whether it is substituting for criminal law enforcement agencies, for which it should be
forgiven the inevitable failures that occur; or whether it occupies
some netherworld in which it is a sentry for federal and state criminal
prosecutors. To date, at least, the public has applied only the strictest
standard in judging regulatory agencies: if an offense is allowed to
occur, the regulator has failed.
As long as that public sentiment persists, suggestions that regulatory agencies can perform criminal justice roles without harm to
themselves are fanciful. On the contrary, public confidence is quickly
eroded, even to the point at which routine regulatory functions
(performed well) are questioned. For these reasons, one can only
hope that Congress, and well-meaning officials within the agencies
themselves, will gain a deeper appreciation for the limitations of
regulation and, in the process, for the damage done to an agency
whenever it undertakes to do the impossible.
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The Origins of Regulation
The function of this paper is not to recount the history of regulation
in the securities and futures markets. To describe in general terms
the public attitude toward the two industries, since both past and
present federal regulation have been influenced by it, is useful,
however.
Futures regulation surfaced in an atmosphere of chronic distrust
and suspicion toward those markets, h a r d e n e d by decades of
campaigns to outlaw futures trading entirely. 20 Securities regulation,
however, emerged during a time of public shock when the stock
markets, a symbol of American wealth and power, were implicated
in the economic crash of the 1930s. In simple terms, the futures
markets were perceived as inherently suspect, even if they offered
some valuable benefits as well (an attitude not too dissimilar from
the public's ambivalence toward nuclear energy today), while the
securities exchanges were viewed as having merely strayed from
what is unquestionably a noble path.
For the first 100 years, futures markets traded primarily in agricultural products. Today, farm futures account for a smaller—but
still substantial—portion of trading. Life is frequently hard for farmers, who plant their crops with the perennial (and somewhat inconsistent) hope of a bountiful harvest and strong prices. Drought,
overproduction, pestilence, and other forces often intervene to frustrate those hopes. Producers can be relatively fatalistic about the
vagaries of nature and even the laws of supply and demand. They
find it difficult to accept the idea that futures markets should play a
part in pricing their crops, however.
Throughout the Farm Belt, a suspicion of futures trading has
persisted, especially among farmers who believe that their incomes
are being dictated by people in urban centers who have no real
connection with agriculture and who seek profits in hours or days
rather than over the growing cycle by which farmers measure their
own results. The general sentiment of the farm community toward
the futures markets was summed up in 1921 by a senator from
Illinois:
For years previous to the present crisis in the agricultural
industry the men frequently referred to by orators as the
"backbone of the Nation" have averaged barely more than
a decent living by working their wives and children as well
as themselves, and have realized no return for their capital.
The real job we have on our hands is to find out how farming
can be made as safely profitable as any other American
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occupation. . . . The one vital industry on which the Nation's
welfare and prosperity depend, must have its chance to live
and prosper if the rest of us expect to, and if it is to have
this chance, the grain gambler must go. 21
At the other end of the spectrum, but equally suspicious of
futures markets, is the consuming public. Their anxiety was fueled
historically because nothing less than food was at stake, and unbridled speculation might raise the cost of groceries for those who could
ill afford it. With the advent of financial futures in the 1970s, some
of the same concerns were voiced about the impact of futures speculation on the cost of home mortgages or other money needs. Thus,
even though producers like high prices and consumers prefer low
prices, they sometimes share a common distrust of the futures markets.
The poor image of the futures industry has been exacerbated to
some degree because profit opportunities are as available during
catastrophes as in times of triumph. A natural disaster, an assassination, or even a war can send the futures markets into a frenzy
while the general public looks on in stunned disbelief. The vision of
trading floors crowded with profit seekers while the nation grieves
is not a scene likely to endear futures markets to the public. This
problem is perhaps even worse today because these images can be
conveyed instantly and vividly by national television to tens of millions
of Americans.
Although the securities markets suffer criticism and distrust from
time to time, they have enjoyed deeper public confidence than the
futures industry for several reasons. The public associates the stock
market with economic vitality. A strong stock market is commonly
equated with a strong nation. Even persons who do not invest in
securities may feel some concern for their own well-being when the
stock market suffers a sustained bearish period.
The stock market and the public also rejoice and mourn together.
The restrictions that exist on short sales of securities 22 cause most
investors to gain only when the economic news is good and to lose
when the public as a whole is suffering. Thus securities traders are
rarely viewed as either the cause of economic distress or as beneficiaries of that condition.
Moreover, the securities industry's known connection with capital formation encourages the public to view it as a money source to
fuel economic growth, create new jobs, and provide a better life.
Roughly 42 million Americans own at least one security 23 and often
rely on those investments to help meet important needs, such as
educating the children or planning for retirement.
In part, the image gap between the futures and securities markets
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has been due to the public's difficulty in understanding how it is
benefited by futures trading. The fundamental purposes of the futures
market—to hedge against price risks and to discover prices—must
often be taught in the classroom, on the lecture circuit, or in the
academic journals. Those purposes are seldom grasped as easily or
as quickly as the role of stock exchanges in the economy. A comparison of testimony by the CFTC and the SEC before congressional
committees, for example, demonstrates that the CFTC must frequently
explain what futures are and how the economy benefits from them,
whereas the SEC is rarely called upon to justify the securities exchanges.
Because the general process of raising capital to stimulate the
economy is viewed as valuable and proper, and the securities markets
are an accepted part of that system, the SEC is not called upon to
prove—security by security—that each particular offering will benefit society in some specific way. Thus, for example, the SEC will
treat as equal the common stock of a cancer research center, a casino,
and a cigarette manufacturer. Securities regulation allows potential
investors to make their own value judgments whether a particular
stock deserves to receive their capital and, in aid of that, focuses
principally on ensuring that all material information is disclosed by
the issuer.
But each new futures contract must be individually justified as
a vehicle to shift commercial price risk or to provide valuable price
discovery. 24 No amount of disclosure to potential traders will save
a futures contract that lacks that economic purpose. Each new futures
product is subject to intense screening by the CFTC, which may
reject the instrument unless satisfied that it meets this test. Unlike
the SEC, therefore, the CFTC can prevent new products from entering the futures market, even though investor interest is keen and
full disclosure is made, if the product's economic benefit—hedging
or pricing—has not been persuasively documented. This obligation
to prove a specific benefit to society from each new futures contract
is a further manifestation of public wariness toward these instruments and their markets.
Bases for Regulatory Comparison
As noted earlier, the securities markets and the futures industry
operated in relative harmony so long as the former dealt in traditional
stocks and bonds and the latter traded tangible commodities like
soybeans, cattle, or silver. The securities exchanges offered the public
an opportunity to become owners or creditors of an enterprise, to
share in its hoped-for success, and, in the meantime, to hold a
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bankable asset (the security). Futures markets offered none of these
benefits. Although a futures contract allowed the trader to participate
in commodity price changes, it did not convey title to that commodity
and was not treated as an asset in its own right. The futures contract
was, instead, an agreement that, in most instances, resulted in an
eventual cash payment between the parties based upon price changes
rather than in the conveyance of property.
Accordingly, securities regulation has been concerned with
protection of the public as existing or would-be owners of securities.
Of particular interest is the atmosphere in which these assets are
offered and sold, since securities have no intrinsic value and are
priced instead on the known or projected success of the venture
itself. For this reason, the SEC insists upon full disclosure, usually
in the form of a lengthy prospectus, regarding the enterprise's business, management, earnings history, if any, and other material attributes. In addition, the purchase terms are regulated. Since borrowed
funds can be used to purchase securities, efforts are made to ensure
that imprudent credit risks are not taken. For this purpose, lending
limits (margin requirements) are imposed when securities are bought. 25
Futures regulation, however, deals principally with uncompleted
promises, not assets, and with the value of generic items rather than
single enterprises. A futures contract to buy corn, for example, does
not convey title to corn. Similarly, the value of corn is determined
by myriad factors, such as weather, demand, and quality, rather
than by the business acumen or success of any entrepeneur. Thus
a prospectus about the nation's largest corn merchant would not
normally impart much useful information about the value of corn
itself.
A prospectus about corn specifically might be more relevant,
but most of that information is already widely available from many
sources. What is not generally known are the risks associated with
trading; and, for that reason, disclosure of those risks is required. 26
These risks include the possibility of losing far more than the original
futures deposit, for instance, as well as the occasional difficulty of
leaving the market when prices reach their daily limit and trading
ceases.
Futures regulation, moreover, is not concerned about overextension of credit. After all, a futures contract is not a purchase, on
credit or otherwise. On the contrary, the objective of futures margin
is to ensure that traders always have on deposit more than their
current indebtedness. 27 The risk exists, however, that a party's promise to purchase or sell later will not be honored and, as protection
against that contingency, both sides of the contract must deposit
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funds in the nature of earnest money or a performance bond. These
deposits, although called margins, are not associated in any way
with lending or borrowing and, therefore, have not been federally
set like securities margins.
I do not suggest that there is general agreement that margin
controls are solely a credit-regulating device. A staff study by the
Federal Reserve Board sets forth the idea that margins may also create
troublesome leverage whereby persons with modest capital can have
an undue influence on prices for the underlying item or may overextend themselves at the peril of themselves and those around them
(for example, their brokers). 28 Thus other arguments for government
margin controls include the avoidance of excessive price fluctuations
and the minimization of financial collapses that may flow from leveraging a modest amount of capital to control large positions in the
securities or futures market. While this paper does not undertake to
assess the merit of those claims, one can observe that the efficacy of
a Federal Reserve Board role in the regulatory process comes into
doubt once credit monitoring ceases to be a rationale, that is, saving
investors from themselves and each other is a curious role for a
central bank.
Whereas the distinctions between futures contracts and conventional stocks or bonds are quite sharp, they are not when the new
exchange-traded securities options are compared with futures. Here
exist several similarities that might be cited as reason for greater
regulatory harmony. To some degree, the process of modifying regulatory policy is already underway; and, in general, the trend has
been toward the futures model. The controversy focuses on those
areas where the harmonization effort has faltered or been opposed.
The rationale for comparable regulation between futures and
centralized, standardized securities options is that the latter instruments resemble futures contracts far more than they do the traditional products of the securities industry. Neither futures nor securities
options represent an ownership interest in the underlying item or a
relation with a going enterprise (for example, as stockholder or creditor). Both involve commitments to later action, either absolutely or
conditionally. Neither involves an extension of credit since no true
purchase has yet occurred, and the deposits required serve the same
performance-bond purpose. In both instances, the instruments are
creatures of the host exchange and may be bought and sold only
there.
That regulatory policy ever diverged in the case of futures and
exchange-traded securities options is attributable more to timing than
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to conscious public-policy choice. The innovator of the latter products
was the CBT, the world's largest futures market. Originally the CBT
had considered forming a new family of futures contracts in equity
stocks. The regulator of the futures markets at that time, the Department of Agriculture, however, did not have jurisdiction over such
an instrument because its authority was then limited to futures on
specified agricultural products. Moreover, the securities industry was
better acquainted with securities options because of the longstanding
existence of a small over-the-counter "puts and calls" market. Since
options could approximate the desired instrument, and a regulator
was already in place (the SEC), the CBT determined in 1973 to form
a new securities exchange, the Chicago Board Options Exchange
(CBOE).
Shortly after those decisions were made, a new futures regulator
— the CFTC — was created by Congress with sweeping jurisdiction
over every type of futures contract. Had these amendments been
made to the Commodity Exchange Act only a few months earlier,
the CBT itself might have offered securities futures instead, on the
same trading floor and under the same scheme of regulation as other
futures contracts. 29
Initially, the SEC imposed on the CBOE many of the trappings
of conventional securities regulation. Although CBOE options were
exchange created, the SEC insisted that there must be an issuer, as
in the case of traditional securities, and that a prospectus must be
provided to investors in these standardized options. To accommodate
these demands, the clearinghouse of the CBOE (now the Options
Clearing Corporation) would serve as issuer and would generate the
required prospectus. Even though transactions in options did not
involve borrowings or credit, the SEC and the Federal Reserve Board
imposed securities-type margin limitations on these new instruments. Finally, certain customer-protection requirements tailored to
conventional securities, such as the constraints upon investment
recommendations known popularly as suitability rules, were imposed.
Certain accommodations, however, have been made by the SEC
because of the special nature of exchange-traded securities options.
As noted earlier, for example, the SEC allowed the CBOE to operate
an auction-style trading system resembling far more the CBT than
the conventional stock exchanges. Also, the SEC has gradually shifted
from use of a lengthy prospectus for options to a far shorter, futuresstyle disclosure statement. 30 Changes are also underway to adjust
option margins to reflect more accurately their true purpose as safeguards against default rather than as controls on credit extension. 31
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Regulation as a Barrier to Entry
The remainder of this chapter will touch briefly on certain regulatory
features affecting the securities and futures industries that might be
cited as creating either a competitive advantage or a competitive
disadvantage. In general, the regulatory requirements pertain to attributes that ease entry into a given market or, conversely, attributes
that impede or discourage participation. Differences in the level of
margins imposed on exchange-traded securities options and futures
products are the subject of another chapter in this series. 32
Neither futures regulation nor securities regulation appears to
have had much discernible effect (positive or negative) on the size
of the trading population. Despite what is regarded by many as a
stringent program, securities regulation has nevertheless admitted
roughly 42 million people into the equity securities markets. The
population of futures traders is believed to be far smaller — fewer
than 500,000 — even though it is asserted in securities circles that
futures regulation is less onerous than SEC requirements. The population of securities option traders is also relatively small (roughly the
same as for futures), despite operating under an SEC program quite
similar to the scheme that has admitted 42 million outright stockholders.
Thus the statistics offer little support for the proposition that
business patronage has been skewed by different CFTC/SEC policies.
Instead, regulatory policy appears to have been less a factor than
other considerations, such as the complexity of futures and option
instruments, price volatility accentuated by leverage, and the special
attention required because of the limited life of the products. These
disincentives, of course, would exist in the total absence of formal
regulation.
If, as the statistics seem to confirm, futures contracts under CFTC
regulation pose no competitive threat to the securities industry's
bread-and-butter products (equity and debt instruments), then the
clash if any must be between futures and their own offspring, standardized securities options. Here the trading populations appear to
be closer in number and in composition. Accordingly, to compare
in a general way those regulatory features of CFTC and SEC policy
that might have competitive implications within that narrow field of
contest can be useful.
Suitability Rules. Regulatory requirements may include effective
barriers to market entry by particular potential traders. Among the
perceived impediments in the securities industry are the exchanges'
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account-opening and suitability rules, although, as explained below,
they are neither particularly restrictive nor privately enforceable.
Perhaps the best known suitability rule for securities trading
appears in Article III, section 2 of the Rules of Fair Practice of the
National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. (NASD). This form
of know-your-customer rule has a fairly limited reach, however,
because it applies only when the broker-dealer is making investment
recommendations. No such duty is imposed when the broker opens
accounts or fills orders for investors who trade without recommendations from the broker:
In recommending to a customer the purchase, sale or exchange
of any security, a member [of NASD] shall have reasonable
grounds for believing that the recommendation is suitable
for such customer upon the basis of the facts, if any, disclosed
by such customer as to his other securities holdings and as
to his financial situation and needs.
A formulation with no stated nexus to investment recommendations, however, appears in Rule 405 of the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE). Rather, the NYSE calls upon its members to use "due diligence" in relation to customers' accounts:
Every member organization is required through a general
partner, a principal executive officer or a person or persons
designated under the provisions of Rule 342 (b) (1) to
(1) Use due diligence to learn the essential facts relative
to every customer, every order, every cash or margin account
accepted or carried by such organization.
The emphasis of NYSE Rule 405 is on account supervision by major
officials within each member organization. The provision offers no
insight into what essential facts should be ascertained about each
customer or what duties the member firm assumes in the handling
of that account (for example, whether recommendations should be
confined to conservative investments or may include securities of
higher risk) after those essential facts are elicited.
In connection with trading in securities options, the NYSE provides
more specific guidance in its Rule 721. According to that rule, each
new customer options account must be approved by designated
personnel within the member organization. While the phrase "due
diligence to learn the essential facts" appears in Rule 721 as well,
specific reference is made to the customer's "investment objectives
and financial situation." In supplemental materials, the NYSE explains
that the minimum information collected about each options customer
should include investment objective (for example, principal safety,
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growth, or speculation); employment status; estimated annual income;
estimated net worth; marital status; number of dependents; age; and
investment experience. These data are collected so that the member
firm may decide whether to accept the customer's option account
and apparently, in light of the emphasis on financial capability, so
that the firm can protect itself against the risk that customers losses
might have to be absorbed by the organization.
The NYSE, however, has also adopted a suitability rule in the
case of options customers. NYSE Rule 723, like the NASD provision,
applies only to investment recommendations:
No member organization or member, allied member or
employee of such member organization shall recommend to
a customer an opening transaction in any option contract
unless the person making the recommendation has a reasonable basis for believing, at the time of making the recommendation, that the customer has such knowledge and
experience in financial matters that he can reasonably be
expected to be capable of evaluating the risks of the recommended transaction, and is financially able to bear the risks
of the recommended position in the option contract.
The CBOE, the largest of the securities options markets, has
both an account-opening rule (CBOE Rule 9.7) and a suitability standard (CBOE Rule 9.9) substantially the same as those of the NYSE.
The SEC itself does not have regulations covering these matters
(except Rule 15M0-3, governing a handful of broker-dealers) but
relies instead on private self-regulatory rules. Although the exchanges
and the NASD have an obligation to the SEC to enforce those requirements, that the standards are privately set has interfered with efforts
by injured investors to recover damages for violations against them. 33
Thus whether or not securities suitability rules offer the degree of
investor protection commonly attributed to them remains unclear.
In the case of futures trading, the exchanges do not generally
have rules regarding collection of essential facts for new accounts or
for determining the suitability of trading recommendations. This is
true even in those instances in which a futures market is affiliated
with a securities exchange, such as at the New York Futures Exchange
subsidiary of NYSE.
The absence of a suitability rule for futures trading is offset to
some degree by policies within the brokerage community that seek
to weed out those potential customers who may be unable financially
to weather the severe storms of the futures markets and who, as a
result, may default on substantial financial obligations that the
brokerage firms themselves must then satisfy. Evidence exists, for
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example, that several brokerage houses handling retail customer
business in the futures markets set substantially higher accountopening requirements for their futures clients than for either securities or stock-option customers. 34 More specifically, the annual income
and net worth requirements are more stringent. To the extent that
this practice is widespread in the brokerage community, and the rate
of customer default is relatively low, the need for formal suitability
requirements imposed upon the industry by either government or
self-regulatory bodies may simply not be as acute as in securities
trading where entry is easier and, with limited exceptions, 35 the
brokerage community faces less risk of financial default by customers.
For commodity options trading, however, the CFTC has acted
directly and affirmatively. It has announced that the disclosure duties
of brokers include an obligation to acquaint themselves sufficiently
with the personal circumstances of each options customer to ensure
that all material facts are conveyed:
The risk disclosure statement is only one element of the
informational duty of the FCM [futures commission merchant]
to its option customers. The Commission further expects
FCMs to make every reasonable effort to see that all option
customers and prospective option customers are informed
as to the risks involved in option trading. Thus, the FCM
must acquaint itself sufficiently with the personal circumstances of each option customer to determine what further
facts, explanations and disclosures are needed in order for
that particular option customer to make an informed decision whether to trade options. This requirement of inquiry
into the option customer's personal circumstances is more
stringent than in futures transactions. 36
In fact, the duty of inquiry and disclosure created by the CFTC
could be viewed as more stringent than securities suitability rules.
Whereas the latter apply only to customers who receive investment
recommendations, the CFTC requirement protects all commodity
options customers. Because the duty is federally created, commodity
traders may have less difficulty recovering damages for violations
than their securities colleagues have experienced under private suitability rules. 37 The CFTC continued:
While this requirement is not a "suitability" rule as such
rules have been composed in the securities industry, before
the opening of an option account the FCM has a duty to
acquaint itself with the personal circumstances of an option
customer. The procedures to be followed by the prudent
FCM in ascertaining those personal circumstances may require
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an FCM to make an inquiry into an option customer's financial situation as well as an option customer's market sophistication for purposes of determining to what extent risk
disclosure above and beyond the disclosure statement itself
might be advisable. The Commission believes, however,
that the extent of the inquiry should be left to the prudent
judgment of the FCM. 38
Insider Trading Prohibitions. While some regulatory requirements
may seek to control market entry or investment selection, others may
limit or prohibit trading under certain circumstances, such as when
a corporate insider seeks to buy or sell securities before material
information becomes public.
In recent months, the SEC has focused intense effort on the
detection and prosecution of insider-trading offenses under the federal
securities laws. 39 This effort has given rise to questions of whether
or not futures regulation, which rarely attends to the concept of
insider trading, is adequate. Here the concern has not arisen solely
in the context of competing securities/futures products but has surfaced
also in connection with more traditional commodity instruments.
To compare the regulation of securities and futures markets for
purposes of insider trading, one must first recognize several pertinent
differences between securities and futures markets, especially in the
pricing of these products and the fundamental purposes of the markets.
These differences affect one's attitude toward the fairness of permitting persons with special knowledge to enier the market when other
participants are less well informed.
The pricing of securities is highly judgmental. Although many
different formulas have been proposed to assess the true worth of
a particular security, none has been universally accepted. Nor is there
an external reference point to consult since investors alone determine
the prices of specific issues. IBM common stock, for example, is worth
what investors say, period. Its price need not bear any intended
relation to the amount that a shareholder would receive if the company
were liquidated, or the annual yield on the security, or any other
objective measure.
Under these circumstances, possession of information that may
cause investors to react, even for a brief time, is viewed as an enormous advantage. It is understandable, therefore, that investors consider
unfair any system except one that gives them equal access to what
they consider to be material information. In particular, they object
to the use of confidential data by corporate managers or other company
insiders to enrich themselves in the market at the perceived expense
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of other investors. The concern is not that the market price will
become aberrational because of the special knowledge of a few investors (on the contrary, the price may be truer) but rather that outsiders
will not be able to play. As in gaming, whether the winning combination is cherries or oranges does not matter so long as the machine
is not rigged.
The futures markets have an investor (speculator) element, too;
but speculators are not the sole (or most important) users. Moreover,
most futures contracts involve commodities that are actively bought
and sold in independent commercial channels, 40 so that an external
pricing reference point exists by which to judge whether the futures
contract is being valued consistently with commercial transactions.
The presence in the futures markets of business hedgers, and
the existence of separate pricing points for most commodities, give
rise to a somewhat different environment to which futures regulation
must be responsive. Both of these features necessitate, for example,
greater attention to the accuracy of futures pricing and the responsiveness of the futures markets to economic developments. If investors or speculators could cause futures prices to deviate irrationally
from commercial reality, hedging would be severely impaired. Or if
the futures markets are unable to respond immedately to economic
stimuli because of regulatory restraints or otherwise, while commercial transactions are adapting to those changed circumstances, futures
prices would likewise lose their hedging utility. In other words, that
the futures markets are reliable hedging and pricing tools is more
important than that they ensure equality among investors or speculators.
Securities insider-trading principles are fairly narrow in scope.
They do not prohibit the possession of nonpublic information, nor
the use of those facts to trade, under most circumstances. The securities laws recognize that some investors will be better informed than
others and that equal knowledge among all investors is not the
objective. Rather, the aim of insider-trading prohibitions is to prevent
limited classes of persons—company officials, for example—from
using confidential information given them in trust to enrich themselves (or their compatriots) by trading in the company's stock. The
practice is considered especially abusive because, for the corporate
insider to gain, trading must occur with existing or prospective stockholders to whom the insider already owes a fiduciary duty. Thus an
insider who buys stock on undisclosed good news about the company
effectively cheats the selling stockholder, while an insider who sells
stock without disclosing bad news about the company has deceived
the new stockholder. Although fraud would not be charged if the
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transaction had occurred between strangers, the insider has a special
duty to protect the interests of the stockholders and, by overreaching
them in this fashion, is legally culpable. 41
To find an exact parallel to illegal insider trading in the futures
markets is difficult. One trader seldom enjoys a fiduciary relation
with other traders in the market, which is an essential prerequisite
to a securities offense. Moreover, since a futures contract is rarely
affected by the happenings within a single enterprise, but responds
mainly to macroeconomic developments, the equivalent of inside
information is often lacking. 42 Finally, even if a trader is a company
manager or other insider of a particular enterprise, trading does not
occur in that company's securities but in exchange-created futures
contracts. Thus even the normal nexus between the investor's occupation and the traded instrument is lacking.
Although under certain hypothetical circumstances something
akin to securities insider trading might occur in the futures markets, 43
apparently as a general matter the type of practice prohibited by the
federal securities laws is not commonly found in those markets. This
circumstance has not, however, dissuaded some legislators from
attempting to curtail futures trading by persons with special knowledge, even though it would result in restrictions far beyond securities
insider-trading principles. Indeed, some critics of the futures markets
have urged that a concept of equal knowledge among traders be
imposed, a result that the courts have roundly rejected in the context
of securities regulation. 44
A recent manifestation of this attitude is section 23(b) of the
Commodity Exchange Act, added in 1982 at the behest of a member
of Congress who was persuaded that officials within certain cattle
enterprises could predict with 100 percent accuracy when the cattle
futures market would experience a downturn. The alleged inside
information was knowledge of when those enterprises would sell
short in the futures market. Assuming that such a system actually
existed, those company officials could trade cattle futures in advance
of the price decline and ensure themselves a profit.
This is an example of unequal information but not of insider
trading in the legal sense. First, the cattle firms' executives had no
fiduciary relation with other participants in the futures market. Second,
they did not trade any interest in their own organization but rather
an instrument created by a third party (the exchange) that applied
to cattle in general. The shareholders or owners of the cattle firms
were not injured in their investment (company stock) even if the
officials made heavy futures profits. This conduct, therefore, would
not be illegal under the federal securities laws even if securities were
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involved. Accordingly, the attempt to restrict trading under these
circumstances, if successful, would create an entirely new offense
with no counterpart in the securities markets.
Disclosure Duties. Another possible impediment to market entry,
although the investors have the choice of whether or not to let
regulations keep them from the market, is the use by regulators of
extensive disclosure requirements that often detail the investment
and emphasize the negatives. Disclosure of material facts is a linchpin
of federal securities regulation. The intrinsic merit of an investment—
at least in social terms—receives far less attention from the SEC than
whether the warts, bruises, and scars of the offering are fully displayed
to potential investors. This emphasis on conveyance of facts is manifested not only by the lengthy prospectuses that must generally
accompany an offering of equity securities but also by proxy statements, annual reports, and periodic filings with the SEC that are
open to public inspection.
To a degree, arduous and lengthy disclosure is unavoidable in
the securities context, once disclosure is adopted as public policy.
Acquiring an interest in a business enterprise is quite different from
purchasing a commodity. Each company is unique, and investors
look toward its future health and well-being, including the performance of its management over time. At least as important as understanding the products or services offered by the company is the
opportunity to assess the abilities of the firm's leaders to succeed in
the marketplace, often under severe competitive pressures. Obviously,
conveying this information to prospective investors or existing shareholders requires tailor-made disclosure documents. Thus a prospectus must be drafted for each of the thousands of companies that are
publicly owned.
The futures markets, however, deal in a finite number of generic
commodities. Whether trading is to occur in corn, gold, or Treasury
bills, the objective is to gain from changes in the value of that product, which is a function of supply/demand forces rather than the
management skills of any particular corn processor, metals refiner,
or government securities dealer. 45 The economic data that influence
those prices are already largely in the public domain, as in USDA
statistics, international precious metals reports, or Treasury Department bulletins. Whereas special disclosures might be necessary to
acquaint a securities investor with the schooling, business background, and past successes of a company's management, most essential facts about commodities are obtainable from various public sources.
Accordingly, futures regulation does not require a prospectus
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for individual commodities. Futures regulation does demand, however,
that the risks of futures trading be disclosed to prospective traders. 46
Regarding the options markets for securities and commodities,
the SEC requires a prospectus-type document to be delivered to each
new options trader. That document as adopted in the early 1970s
was a lengthly booklet exceeding sixty pages and bore a remarkable
resemblance to the typical securities prospectus; 47 recently, however,
the SEC has authorized a much shorter document focusing—as in
futures—on the risk of participating in the securities options markets. 48
While the SEC has shortened the required prospectus for securities options, the CFTC has adopted rules expanding the degree of
disclosure necessary for commodity options as compared with futures
disclosure. 49 In addition, a duty exists, beyond furnishing the disclosure document, for the futures commission merchant to disclose such
other facts to a customer as may be needed to make an informed
decision whether to trade commodity options. 50 These developments
have brought the SEC and the CFTC closer together with respect to
disclosure duties in the options area and offer some hope that regulatory policies of the agencies addressing similar products can be
harmonized in this fashion through cooperation.
The convergence of SEC and CFTC disclosure policy with respect
to options products may reflect a growing recognition that options
fall somewhere between traditional securities and futures contracts
concerning investor information. Unlike common stocks or corporate
debt issues, laborious, particularized disclosure is not needed because
the trading vehicle is a single instrument having uniform terms and
fungible features irrespective of what security or commodity underpins the options. Unlike futures, however, options have no built-in
disincentive to trading by unsuitable persons, such as the potential
for crushing losses, repetitive margin calls, or even delivery of the
product itself. Because options, when bought, limit the maximum
loss that can be sustained, people who would shun futures might
be attracted to options. Indeed, the investing public might find options
more similar to equity stocks in which, as with options, losses are
limited to the purchase price paid. Thus the nature of the options
customer may account at least in part for the fact that SEC/CFTC
disclosure policy has joined somewhere between their respective
requirements for equities and futures.
In the final analysis, of course, the value of disclosure depends
largely on the investor's willingness to pay attention to it. Months,
or even years, can be spent by regulators devising the perfect disclosure statement, leaving no risk or uncertainty unmentioned, only to
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find that investors lack the interest or endurance to read it. Here
quality can be more important than quantity, and the decisions by
the SEC and the CFTC to provide more selective disclosure for
exchange-created instruments should result in increased readership.
Even so, some customers will continue to disregard risk disclosure
documents. Recognizing that fact, the CFTC—but not the SEC—
requires that the disclosure statement be received by each customer
before the first trade can be made and, as protection for the broker
against later pleas of ignorance by those who choose to disregard it,
mandates that the document must be signed by the customer as
having been received and read. 51
Broker Insolvency. The bankruptcy of a securities broker-dealer or
a futures commission merchant can pose a major threat to customer
funds. Fears among potential investors that their accounts might be
jeopardized if their broker becomes insolvent could influence their
choice of whether to trade securities or commodities, especially if
the safeguards against that risk are not equally effective. In this
regard, the SEC and the CFTC have taken different precautions but
with good success for each.
The CFTC requires that customer funds must be totally segregated from the assets of the futures commission merchant. 52 Barring
unlawful conduct, therefore, the financial collapse of the organization
usually leaves all customer funds safe and insulated. 53 As a result,
customer losses from 1938 until 1985 were limited to roughly $7
million, or about $160,000 per year. 54
Total segregation is not required by the SEC of funds connected
with securities transactions. Instead an organized insurance program
has been developed under the auspices of the Securities Investor
Protection Corporation (SIPC) and funded from revenues of securities
broker-dealers. 55 As with other insurance programs, SIPC thereby
spreads the cost of losses over the entire investor population. From
this pool, SIPC has paid out over $109 million since its formation in
1971, or roughly $10 million per year. 56
The purpose of segregation in futures regulation is to prevent
losses to customers and thus to avoid a need for reimbursement, by
insurance or otherwise. Losses, if any, are not recouped but are
contained. The SIPC program, in contrast, is a remedial mechanism
consisting of a pool of funds created and maintained ultimately at
the expense of the investing public. Customer losses from futures
insolvencies each year have been only a small fraction of the annualized pay-out from SIPC; and, indeed, those losses to commodity
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customers appear to be less than even the routine administrative
expenses incurred by SIPC during each of the past dozen years,
before payment of any losses as such.
There is no indication that CFTC-type requirements will be
imposed upon the securities community in the foreseeable future or
that SIPC will be replaced. Conversely, the CFTC has previously
rejected the idea of forming a SIPC-style insurance program in light
of the relative success and low investor cost of the segregation policy.57
The net result is that market participants in both securities and futures
are better protected than in the absence of those agencies' programs.
Marketing Controls. Both futures and securities regulation take an
intense interest in the quality of sales practices, including the accuracy of promotional materials as well as the integrity and competence
of the sales force dealing with the public. Prohibitions against fraud
and misrepresentation, while they exist in both fields,58 are not deemed
to be sufficient protection for investors. Restrictions are frequently
imposed on advertising. 59 In addition, sales personnel must typically
be schooled and tested before contacting existing or potential
customers. 60 Such a chill has been placed on securities promotion
that brokers rarely employ more than sterile "tombstone" ads to
announce a new offering. Although advertising is somewhat less
restrained in the futures industry, the fairness of promotional literature is often judged far more by the number of risks (however
improbable) disclosed than by how thoroughly the product's virtues
are identified.
The precautions taken for the public's sake when investments
are involved stand in sharp contrast to how most forms of commerce—
some involving greater risks and costs—are treated. A typical securities investment made by a nonprofessional (the class principally
protected) is only a fraction of the cost of a new luxury automobile
or a home and yet is vastly more circumscribed from a marketing
perspective. Why investing has been given this treatment, while most
other commercial events have not, cannot be definitively answered
here, although some observations are possible.
First, investing uses money as both the means and the end of
the exercise. Investing has no residual benefits, such as shelter or
convenience, that can help in most purchase situations to justify an
otherwise uneconomic decision. A losing investment stands stark
and alone, which may account for the humorless and often suspicious
reaction of the disappointed investor and, in turn, the existence of
extraordinary sales restrictions. Second, most of the funds used for
investing are at the discretionary end of the family budget and,
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therefore, are equally available to buy a summer cottage, a second
car, or another luxury item. Because of the importance to the economy of raising public capital, even a hint of impropriety in the
investment markets could result in the diversion of discretionary
funds into other areas. Finally, if one subscribes to the view that
investment markets defy prediction and that, as a result, brokers
would do best to say as little as possible, the existence of stringent
limits on marketing activity may help to insulate the community
from the eventual wrath of bad losers.
With respect to potentially competing products, namely, certain
securities options and futures products, the options markets 61 and
futures exchanges 62 act as reviewers of promotional literature for the
various options products offered by each. This review is not specifically mandated by SEC regulations, whereas the CFTC has directed
the commodity options markets to undertake this function. 63 The
advertising and promotional literature for futures contracts (as
contrasted with either securities options or commodity options),
however, is not required by the CFTC to be specially reviewed,
although the CFTC's antifraud rule applies and, presumably, so do
the commodity exchanges' own rules against misrepresentation and
deceit. 64
The securities options markets require sales personnel to be
tested. 65 While not mandated by the CFTC, the larger commodity
exchanges require similar testing. 66 In addition, the 1982 amendments
to the Commodity Exchange Act directed each registered futures
association (such as the National Futures Association) to establish
training standards and proficiency testing for sales personnel. 67
Proper sales controls necessitate a system of effective supervision
within the brokerage houses and such are mandated under both
securities and futures regulation. In the securities markets, the supervisory structure is quite detailed, 68 while for futures and commodity
options a CFTC-required duty exists to supervise diligently all
marketing;69 and, in addition, the commodity options exchanges must
enforce and monitor those supervisory functions. 70
A significant point of departure between securities and futures
regulation relates to the charging of performance-related fees by
investment managers, such as securities investment advisers or
commodity-trading advisers. Several securities self-regulatory organizations prohibit the charging of performance fees under most
circumstances. 71 The CFTC, however, has not restricted use of such
fees provided that they are disclosed and any potential conflicts of
interest arising from that method of compensation are revealed. 72
The CFTC has expressed the view that performance-based fees may
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be salutory in that they reward the manager for the venture's success
and reduce the risk of excessive trading (churning) or other abuses
attendant to compensating the manager on the basis of volume. 73
Market Integrity. Both securities and futures regulation prohibit
manipulation of market prices. 74 Under the Commodity Exchange
Act, manipulation is referred to many times and is perhaps the
principal offense under the statute.
Manipulation in the futures markets has been defined through
a series of judicial decisions, 75 rather than in statutory language. It
consists basically of using the ability to affect market prices to create
artificial prices intentionally. Since all futures contracts (with minor
exceptions) can be created and liquidated only on a designated contract
market, a manipulation is generally an event affecting market-wide
pricing to the potential detriment of speculators and hedgers alike.
For this reason much effort is devoted to its prevention.
In securities regulation, a somewhat similar policy exists but
with some notable variations. First, although activity in the futures
market to shore up a contract against downward price pressure is
as unlawful as affirmative efforts to inflate or retard prices, 76 the
securities laws permit in a limited way the stabilization of securities
prices, especially for new issues. 77 Another distinction of practical
importance is that securities can be acquired through private transactions as well as through market operations, and prices may not be
the same. To illustrate, a company may agree to repurchase the
shares of a major stockholder at a substantial premium to fend off
a hostile takeover or proxy fight by that person. This practice, called
greenmail because of the profits extracted from the company to avoid
a contest, can take place privately and without directly affecting the
price of the stock quoted in the open public market. Such a tactic,
if it were attempted in the futures context, could not be conducted
privately because all futures trading (with minor exceptions) must
occur on a designated contract market and all orders must be open
to public participation. Thus sales made at a much higher greenmail
price would necessarily affect public prices generally and would likely
provoke a manipulation inquiry. Finally, the principal antimanipulation provision of the federal securities laws applies only when a
person seeks to bring about a price change for the purpose of inducing others to purchase or sell that security. 78 In futures markets, a
manipulation occurs even in the absence of such a purpose, as, for
example, when futures prices are changed intentionally to affect the
sale price of the underlying commodity.
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Conclusion
The securities and futures markets of the United States are among
the most heavily regulated institutions in the world. Therefore, that
a debate should arise over which is regulated better must seem odd
to many people. The controversy can be traced in large part to a
relatively new phenomenon: competition between the two industries
in which any distinction—including regulatory variations—causes
concern among the combatants, fearful that any edge enjoyed by the
other will determine the ultimate outcome.
Most complaints about regulatory disparity and lack of a level
playing field have come from the securities industry. This fact is
somewhat ironic considering that perhaps 100 securities customers
exist for each futures trader and that the competition has consisted
mainly of efforts by the securities industry to emulate futures-type
products. Even so, this new rivalry has encouraged comparisons
between the regulatory programs of the SEC and the CFTC, a sort
of beauty contest that neither agency wins decisively. The most that
can be concluded, apparently, is that both regulatory schemes work
adequately.
The broader message, however, pertains to the manipulation of
public policy to achieve competitive goals. Regulation is especially
vulnerable to this use because it is generally too esoteric for the
public to monitor effectively. As a result, regulatory policy can be
little more than the outcome of a largely self-interested exercise
involving, from time to time, combat between the agency and the
industry, two competing industries, single-issue pressure groups, or
even rival congressional committees. Accordingly, the real issue is
not whether the SEC or the CFTC is the better regulator but how to
protect both of them from being used to achieve the ambitions of
others.

Notes
1. Securities may also be traded over the counter through brokerage
intermediaries or in private dealings between investors.
A variant of the traditional exchange also exists with the computer-assisted
National Market System operated by the National Association of Securities
Dealers, Inc. (NASD), and certain other automated execution programs such
as Instinet.
Trading in securities puts and calls (options), once conducted by private
negotiation, is now largely centralized. The largest such market is the Chicago
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Board Options Exchange (CBOE), which specializes exclusively in these
products. Others include the American, Philadelphia, and Pacific Stock
Exchanges.
2. Virtually all futures trading takes place on the floors of the exchanges,
and all transactions must occur under an exchange's rules. Over-the-counter
transactions and private dealings in futures are prohibited by law. See section
4(a) of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended [7 U.S.C. § 6(a)].
3. The futures markets are regulated under the Commodity Exchange Act
[7 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq.], which was originally enacted in 1922.
The first major federal securities statutes were the Securities Act of 1933
[15 U.S.C. §§ 77a et seq.], which principally governs the original issuance
of securities; and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 [15 U.S.C. §§ 78a et
seq.], which primarily governs exchange operations.
4. See, for example, McCurnin v. Kohlmeyer & Co., 347 F.Supp. 573 (E.D.
La. 1972), aff'd, 477 F.2d 113 (5th Cir. 1973).
5. Riegel v. Haberstro, 30 A.2d 645 (Pa. Sup. Ct. 1943); Securities and
Exchange Commission v. Howey, 328 U.S. 293 (1946); Securities and Exchange
Commission v. Tung Corp. of America, 32 F.Supp. 371 (N.D. 111. 1940).
6. Securities and Exchange Commission v. Comstock Coin Co., [19641966 Transfer Binder] CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rep. 1191,414 (D. Nev. 1964).
7. Securities and Exchange Commission v. International Scanning Devices,
Inc., [1977-1978 Transfer Binder] CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rep. 1196,147 (W.D.N.Y.
1977).
8. Securities and Exchange Commission v. Haffenden-Rimar International,
Inc., [1973-1974 Transfer Binder] CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rep. 1194,577 (4th Cir.
1974).
9. American Dairy Leasing Corp. [1971-1972 Transfer Binder] CCH Fed.
Sec. L. Rep. 1178,584 (SEC 1971).
10. Kentucky Blood Horse, Ltd., [1973 Transfer Binder] CCH Fed. Sec. L.
Rep. 1179,430 (SEC 1973).
11. Continental Marketing Corp. v. Securities and Exchange Commission,
387 F.2d 466 (10th Cir. 1967).
12. Smith v. Gross, 604 F.2d 639 (9th Cir. 1979).
13. Marking to market is a procedure, common in futures trading, under
which the value of the product is recalculated each day, and profit is credited
or losses are debited to the holder's account. In the clearinghouse, funds
are either received or paid between clearing firms on a daily basis depending
upon the net gain or loss experienced by positions carried by those firms.
14. While the rationale for this fear is seldom clearly articulated, the focus
of concern is probably not customer protection issues. On one hand, for
investors to find more attractive a market in which their interests are least
safeguarded would be irrational. On the other hand, regulatory policies that
have a significant impact on investor costs—to enter, maintain, or liquidate
a position—could influence choice among otherwise similar products. One
might expect, however, that investors will not lower their costs to the point
where they feel in peril of being defrauded or otherwise exploited. Thus, if
investors express a preference, it may reflect an assessment that the costs
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associated with one regulatory scheme are reasonable for the protections
needed, while the costs of the other regime are excessive.
15. Before 1974, the futures markets were regulated by the secretary of
agriculture through a USDA bureau, the Commodity Exchange Authority.
16. Some regulatory issues, of course, do attract broader public attention.
Two examples are environmental and nuclear energy policies. As a rule,
however, such is not the case. Both the CFTC and the SEC fall within the
general rule except on rare occasions.
17. Because of the complexity of particular regulatory disputes, or even
a lack of interest in the issues among third-party arbiters (for example,
Congress), the willingness to support one of the warring viewpoints can be
profoundly affected by the parties' images or reputations.
18. The phrase "boiler room" is used generally to depict a variety of highpressure sales operations, usually making random contacts by telephone
with potential customers and promising or inferring great profits in a short
time and urging immediate payment.
19. See, for example, U.S. Congress, Senate, Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, Report on
Commodity Investment Fraud (Senate Report no. 97-495), 97th Congress, 2d
session, July 13, 1982.
20. See Senate Report no. 93-1131, 93d Congress, 2d session, reprinted
in U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News (1974), pp. 5843, 5853-55.
21. 61 Congressional Record 4768 (1921) (remarks of Senator Capper). A
more positive view of futures markets has emerged in recent years, at least
within the leadership of agricultural trade associations and among agribusiness companies that operate between the original producer and the ultimate
consumer. See, for example, U.S. Congress, House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Conservation, Credit, and Rural Development of the
Committee on Agriculture, Hearings on H.R. 5447, 97th Congress, 2d session,
February 24,1982, pp. 374, 452; Senate, Subcommittee on Agricultural Research
and General Legislation of the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and
Forestry, Hearings on S. 2109, 97th Congress, 2d session, March 2, 1982, p.
490.
22. See SEC Rule 10a-l [17 C.F.R. § 240.10a-l], which generally prohibits
short sales of securities except at or above the previous transaction price.
23. New York Stock Exchange, Tenth Annual Survey of Shareownership
(1983).
24. See section 5(g) of the Act, 7 U.S.C. § 7(g); and CFTC Guideline No.
1, 17 C.F.R. Part 5 (Appendix A); 1 CCH Comm. Fut. L. Rep. H 6145.
25. The principal regulations restricting credit on securities purchases are
Regulation T (brokers and dealers) [12 C.F.R. Part 220]; Regulation G (other
lenders) [12 C.F.R. Part 207]; and Regulation X (borrowers) [12 C.F.R. Part
224]. The Federal Reserve Board (FRB) exercises this authority pursuant to
section 7 of the Securities Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78g], which states that
restrictions are imposed "for the purpose of preventing the excessive use of
credit for the purchase or carrying of securities."
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26. See CFTC Regs. §§ 1.55 (futures) and 33.7 (options) [17 C.F.R. §§ 1.55,
33.7].
27. To elaborate, a futures trader neither owes nor is owed anything
(except transaction costs) at the moment the position is first acquired. Even
so, a deposit (margin) must be made. If losses are incurred subsequently,
not only must they be paid promptly but the margin must also be restored,
again creating excess funds in the account.
28. Federal Reserve System, Board of Governors, A Review and Evaluation
of Federal Margin Regulation (Washington, D . C : FRB Staff, 1984).
29. Section 2(a) (1) of the Commodity Exchange Act [7 U.S.C. § 2] was
amended to extend the CFTC's jurisdiction beyond the enumerated farm
products to "all other goods and articles [except onions], and all services,
rights, and interests in which contracts for future delivery are presently or
in the future dealt in." This language was broad enough to subsume securities under futures contracts, and, in fact, the CFTC undertook to regulate
several such products, such as futures on GNMA certificates; Treasury bonds,
bills and notes; and stock indexes. (No exchange applied to the CFTC to
trade futures on individual equity securities.) Not until January 1983, when
section 2(a) (1) was again amended, was the CFTC's authority to approve
and regulate futures or options on individual equity securities withdrawn
by Congress. See section 101 of the Futures Trading Act of 1982 [7 U.S.C.§
2, as amended].
30. See Prospectus of the Options Clearing Corporation—Put and Call Options
(September 23, 1983).
31. Proposed amendments to Regulation T. CCH Sec. L. Rep. (current) H
83, 735 (February 6, 1985); See also FRB, A Review and Evaluation of Federal
Margin Regulations, pp. 16-17, 65-84, 114-31.
32. For a discussion of margins, see William G. Tomek, "Margins on
Futures Contracts: Their Economic Roles and Regulation," in Anne E. Peck,
ed., Futures Markets: Regulatory Issues (Washington, D . C : American Enterprise Institute, 1984).
33. See, for example, Landy v. Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., 1973
CCH Fed. Sec. Dec. U 94, 094 (3d Cir. 1973) (NYSE Rule 405); Jablon v. Dean
Witter & Co., 614 F. 2d 677 (9th Cir. 1980) (NASD suitability rule); Klitzman
v. Bache Halsey Stuart Shields, Inc., 499 F. Supp. 255 (S.D.N.Y. 1980) (NASD
rules); Rizika v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 1981 CCH Fed.
Sec. Dec. 11 97,934 (D. Md. 1981) (NASD rules).
34. See, for example, U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection, and Finance and
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Energy
and Commerce, Hearings on H.R. 5447 (Part 1), 97th Congress, 2d session,
April 23, 1982, p. 78.
35. In most securities transactions and in the buying of securities options,
the customer makes full payment, and the brokerage firm is not at risk.
Exceptions include purchases of securities on margin from a broker (with
the risk that the balance will not be paid, but this risk is collateralized by
the securities themselves and is thus minimized) and the writing of securities
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options (in which the writer is at the full risk of adverse changes in market
prices).
36. [1980-1982 Transfer Binder] CCH Comm. Fut. L. Rep. 11 21,263, at
pp. 25, 295.
37. See section 22 of the Commodity Exchange Act [7 U.S.C. § 25], creating
certain express private rights to single damages for conduct in violation of
the act.
38. [1980-1982 Transfer Binder] CCH Comm. Fut. L. Rep. H 21,263, at
pp. 25, 295.
39. Insider trading is deemed to constitute fraud under § 10(b) of the
Securities Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78] and SEC Rule 10b-5 [17 C.F.R. §
240.10b-5].
40. The independence is not total, of course, since many commercial deals
are priced with an eye on, or even based upon, futures market quotations.
Even so, an opportunity exists, unlike in securities trading, to compare prices
being paid by noninvestors for the same product.
41. See, for example, Chiarella v. United States, 445 U.S. 222 (1980); Dirks
v. Securities and Exchange Commission, 51 U.S.L.W. 5123 (1983).
42. Compare Freeman v. Decio, 584 F. 2d 186 (7th Cir. 1978), in which
knowledge of rising lumber prices was held not to be insider information.
43. For instance, the necessary ingredients of illegal insider trading might
exist if an official of the Treasury Department, knowing confidentially that
the next Treasury-bill auction would be substantially larger than normal,
took a position in the Treasury-bill futures or options market to profit. The
official could be viewed as an insider with a fiduciary duty to potential
Treasury-bill purchasers and would be trading on the value of his department's securities.
44. See Dirks v. Securities and Exchange Commission, p. 5126, and Chiarella
v. United States, p. 233. The author commented on this matter in an article:
"Act Seeks to Halt Futures Trading on 'Nonpublic' Data," in the Legal Times
of Washington (September 26, 1983), pp. 12ff.
45. Instances in which management skill is relevant in futures markets
include managed account programs and commodity pools because business
acumen is being purchased. In those instances, CFTC regulations call for
substantially more disclosure concerning the business background and
performance record of the principals involved. See 17 C.F.R. §§ 4.21 and
4.31.
46. 17 C.F.R. § 1.55.
47. For example, Prospectus of the Options Clearing Corporation (October 29,
1979).
48. Prospectus of the Options Clearing Corporation—Put and Call Options.
49. 17 C.F.R. §§ 32.5 and 33.7.
50. 46 Federal Register 54500; [1980-1982 Transfer Binder] CCH. Comm.
Fut. L. Rep. 11 21,263, at pp. 25, 295.
51. 17 C.F.R. §§1.55 and 33.7.
52. 7 U.S.C. § 6d(2); 17 C.F.R. §§ 1.20-1.29.
53. A possible exception to this conclusion is the collapse in March 1985
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of a futures commission merchant following the failure of three customers
to satisfy a margin call for roughly $26 million. At that time excess funds
belonging to certain customers were evidently applied to reduce the deficit
in the combined customer segregated account at the clearinghouse. Since
those events have not yet run their full course, whether or not customers
will ultimately sustain financial loss remains to be seen. The precedent of
applying the excess funds of some customers to meet shortfalls of other
customers, rather than retaining the former intact, has been set, however.
54. See House, Hearings on H.R. 5447 (Part 1).
55. 15 U.S.C. §§ 78aaa et seq.; 17 C.F.R. §§ 300.100 et seq.
56. See House, Hearings on H. R. 5447 (Part 1).
57. See section 417 of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act
of 1974. P.L. 93-463; and [1975-1977 Transfer Binder] CCH Comm. Fut. L.
Rep. 1120,235 (November 1, 1976).
58. See, for example, 7 U.S.C. §§ 4b and 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b).
59. See, for example, NYSE Rule 472; COMEX Rule 5.02(c); CBT Rule
287.00.
60. See, for example, NYSE Rule 345; CBT Rule 480.06; CBOE Rule 9.3;
National Futures Association Bylaw 305.
61. See, for example, CBOE Rule 9.21.
62. See, for example, CBT Rule 490.06.
63. 17 C.F.R. § 33.4(b) (8).
64. See, for example, COMEX Rule 5.02(c); CBT Rule 287 ("No member
shall publish any advertisement of other than strictly legitimate business
character."); CME Rule 442 (advertising, market letters, and similar information "shall observe truth and good taste"). Furthermore, the CFTC has
promulgated a rule designed specifically to regulate the accuracy of advertising by commodity pool operators and commodity trading advisers. 17
C.F.R. § 4.41.
65. See, for example, NYSE Rule 345; CBT Rule 480.06; CBOE Rule 9.3.
66. Ibid.
67. 7 U.S.C §§ 21(p)-(q); NFA Bylaw 305.
68. See, for example, NYSE Rules 342-344; CBOE Rule 9.8.
69. 17 C.F.R. § 166.3.
70. 17 C.F.R. § 33.4(b) (5).
71. 15 U.S.C. § 80b-5.
72. See, for example, 17 C.F.R. §§ 4.21(a) (7), 4.31(a) (4).
73. U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection, and Finance and Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, Hearings
on H.R. 5447 (Part 2), 97th Congress, 2d session, June 7, 1982, p. 337.
74. See, for example, § 9 of the Securities Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78;
and § 9(b) of the Commodity Exchange Act, 7 U.S.C. § 13(b).
75. See, for example, Great Western Food Distributors, Inc. v. Brannan,
201 F. 2d 476 (7th Cir. 1953); Cargill, Inc. v. Hardin, 452 F.2d 1152 (8th Cir.
1971); Volkart Bros., Inc. v. Freeman, 311 F.2d 52 (5th Cir. 1962); and In re
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Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Ass'n Inc., [1982-1984 Transfer Binder]
CCH Comm. Fut. L. Rep. 1121,796 (CFTC 1982).
76. See, for example, In re Vincent W. Kosuga, 19 A.D. 603 (1960); In re
David G. Henner, 30 A.D. 1151 (1971); and Great Western Food Distributors,
Inc. v. Brannan.
77. See Securities Exchange Act § 9(a) (6) and SEC Reg. §240.10b-7; 17
C.F.R. §240.10b-7.
78. See SEC Release No. 34-3056, 11 Federal Register 10967 (October 27,
1941); and Securities and Exchange Commission v. Bennett, 62 F. Supp. 609
(S.D.N.Y. 1945).
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